Wednesday, August 29
3:00 – 5:30 pm    Check-in, Meeting Registration
6:00 – 7:00 pm    Reception
7:00 -              Dinner and Entertainment

Thursday, August 30, 2007
7:30 – 8:30         Breakfast
8:30 – 8:45         Welcome and Introductions
8:45 – 10:00 am     COGR Update – Dave Kennedy
10:00 – 10:15       Break
10:15 – 11:15       Mike Leonard, DHHS Division of Cost Allocation
                     Federal update
11:15 – 12:15       Jim Carter, Huron Consulting
                     University systems and how they impact F&A rates.
12:15 – 1:30        Lunch
1:30 – 2:30         Bob Cohen and Mark Davis, Bearing Point
                     Intermediate and Advanced Topics in Service Centers
2:30 – 3:30         Inna Gvozdev, Maximus
                     Space Surveys
3:30 – 3:45         Break
3:45 – 4:30         Jim Schneck, National Science Foundation Office of Inspector General
                     NSF OIG Effort Reporting Reviews
6:00 – 7:00         Reception
7:00 -              Dinner and Entertainment
NORTHEAST CONFERENCE ON COLLEGE COST ACCOUNTING (NECA)
Sheraton Crossroad Mahwah, NY
August 29-31, 2007

Friday August 31, 2007

7:30 – 8:30  Breakfast

8:30 – 10:00  Edward Kalaydjian, Research Foundation of CUNY and Judy Ryan, Harvard University
  Fringe Benefits: Post-Retirement Benefits and Vacation Fringe

10:00 – 10:15  Break

10:15 – 11:30  Government Roundtable Discussion
  Moderator - Gary Talesnik
  Bearing Point, Inc.

Panelists:
  Bob Aaronson, DHHS-DCA
  Mike Leonard, DHHS-DCA
  Lou Martillotti, DHHS-DCA
  Debbie Rafi, ONR

11:30 -  Lunch and adjournment